
Unraveling the Dark Secrets of "An
A�air Of Poisons Addie Thorley" - A
Spellbinding Historical Fiction!
Step into the dazzling world of intrigue, magic, and forbidden love in "An Affair Of

Poisons" by Addie Thorley. This captivating historical fiction novel takes readers

on a thrilling journey through 18th century France, where hidden agendas,

dangerous secrets, and deadly potions collide. Brace yourself for an unforgettable

tale that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the very last page!

Discovering the Plot

In "An Affair Of Poisons," we are introduced to our fearless protagonist, Mirabelle,

the daughter of an infamous alchemist. Mirabelle's life takes an unexpected turn

when her father is arrested, forcing her into a treacherous world she never

imagined. Seeking revenge and determined to free her father, Mirabelle must

navigate a treacherous court, where poison is the weapon of choice, and loyalty is

a scarce commodity.

The Dark Side of Court Intrigues

Thorley masterfully delves into the dark side of court intrigues, bringing to life the

sinister undercurrents that flow beneath the opulent facade of 18th century

France. As Mirabelle becomes entangled in the affairs of the court and its power-

hungry nobles, she must learn to navigate dangerous alliances and decipher the

true intentions of those around her. With each page, the tension mounts, leaving

readers breathless and eager to unravel the web of deception.
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Ancient Magic and Forbidden Love

As Mirabelle uncovers her family's secrets and delves into the realm of alchemy,

she encounters the enigmatic Josse, a young surgeon with a tragic past. Their

forbidden love story unfolds against a backdrop of poisonings, political turmoil,

and ancient magic. Thorley weaves a captivating romance that will make your

heart ache and leave you yearning for more.

Historical Accuracy and Impeccable Research

One of the strengths of "An Affair Of Poisons" is Thorley's impeccable research,

which lends authenticity and richness to the story. The author effortlessly

transports readers to the tumultuous era of the Sun King, Louis XIV, immersing

them in the sights, sounds, and smells of Paris. From the detailed descriptions of

the court etiquette to the portrayal of alchemical practices, every aspect of the

novel reflects meticulous historical accuracy.

Unveiling the Author's Unique Voice

Addie Thorley's writing style is nothing short of captivating. The author's ability to

evoke emotions with her words is truly remarkable. She skillfully takes readers on

a rollercoaster of feelings, from heart-pounding suspense to tender moments of
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love and friendship. The characters spring to life through Thorley's vivid

descriptions and their compelling dialogue, making it impossible to put the book

down.

The Reception and Critical Acclaim

Since its release, "An Affair Of Poisons" has garnered widespread acclaim from

both readers and critics alike. The novel has been praised for its intricate plot,

believable characters, and the seamless blending of historical accuracy and

magical elements. Readers have expressed their fascination with the world-

building and the exhilarating twists and turns that keep them guessing until the

end.

In "An Affair Of Poisons Addie Thorley," readers are transported to a mesmerizing

world of court intrigues, forbidden love, and poisonous secrets. Addie Thorley's

impeccable research and unique storytelling make this historical fiction novel a

must-read for fans of the genre. Dive into the depths of 18th century France and

embark on an unforgettable journey with Mirabelle as she uncovers the truth and

fights for justice.
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No one looks kindly on the killer of a king.

“Fast-paced and refreshing.” – SLJ, starred review

“The perfect blend of history and dark fantasy.” – Mary Taranta,

author of Shimmer and Burn

“Thrilling, romantic, and addictive.” – Rosalyn Eves, author of Blood

Rose Rebellion

“The only cure is to finish it.” – Lyndsay Ely, author of Gunslinger

Girl

After unwittingly helping her mother poison King Louis XIV,

seventeen-year-old alchemist Mirabelle Monvoisin is forced to see

her mother’s Shadow Society in a horrifying new light: they’re not

heroes of the people, as they’ve always claimed to be, but

murderers. Herself included. Mira tries to ease her guilt by brewing

helpful curatives, but her hunger tonics and headache remedies

cannot right past wrongs or save the dissenters her mother vows to

purge.

Royal bastard Josse de Bourbon is more kitchen boy than fils de

France. But when the Shadow Society assassinates the Sun King

and half of the royal court, he must become the prince he was never

meant to be in order to save his injured sisters and the petulant

dauphin. Forced to hide in the sewers beneath the city, Josse’s

hope of reclaiming Paris seems impossible—until his path collides

with Mirabelle’s.

She’s a deadly poisoner. He’s a bastard prince. They are sworn

enemies, yet they form a tenuous pact to unite the commoners and
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former nobility against the Shadow Society. But can a rebellion built

on mistrust ever hope to succeed?

Take Time For Paradise: How Americans Are
Finding Bliss through Their Beloved Games
In the fast-paced world we live in, finding solace and joy has become

essential for our overall well-being. Americans have found their sanctuary

in the world of games,...

Unraveling the Dark Secrets of "An Affair Of
Poisons Addie Thorley" - A Spellbinding
Historical Fiction!
Step into the dazzling world of intrigue, magic, and forbidden love in "An

Affair Of Poisons" by Addie Thorley. This captivating historical fiction

novel takes...

Inferno: The Talon Saga - Unleash the Fire
Within and Dive into an Epic Fantasy
Adventure!
Are you craving a captivating fantasy tale filled with breathtaking

adventures, unforgettable characters, and mystical creatures? Look no...
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Discover the Astonishing Potential of
Integrated Quantum Hybrid Systems Dirac!
In recent years, the field of quantum technology has emerged as a new

frontier in science and engineering. Researchers and scientists

worldwide are tirelessly working to...

Unleashing the Legacy of "The Age of
Napoleon Modern Library Chronicles 16"
Step into the captivating world of Napoleon Bonaparte, a man whose

influence spanned continents and whose reign transformed Europe. In

this article, we explore the...

Discover the Untold Story of Paris: Seven
Ages of Paris by Alistair Horne
The Comprehensive Review You've Been Waiting For Paris, the

enchanting capital of France, is often hailed as a city of romance, art, and

history. But what lies beneath its...

Discover the Life-Changing Power of Simple
Truths Journaling Devotional for Teen Girls -
A Journey to Self-Reflection and Spiritual
Growth
: Are you a teenage girl looking for a unique and impactful way to

understand yourself better, embrace your faith, and grow spiritually? Look

no further! The Simple Truths...
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From Spinors To Quantum Mechanics: A
Mind-Blowing Journey Into the Fascinating
World of Quantum Physics
The Basics of Spinors Spinors are mathematical objects that play a

fundamental role in physics, especially in the realm of quantum

mechanics. Despite their abstract...
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